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SAFETY 5 VALUATION pEPORT
,

THREE MILE ISLAND UNIT 1

SEISMIC CAPABILITY OF THE EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEP

;U

INTRODUCTION

On January 20, 1984, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) filed a petition

pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 reouesting)that the NRC suspend the operating licensefor Three Mile Island Unit-1 (TMI-1 unt11 the plant's emergency feedwater
system (EFW) complies with the NRC rules applicable to engineered safety
feature (ESF) systems. One of the issues raised by the petition is the
seismic capability of the EFW and is the subject of this report.

In our review, we have considered the petition itself, the licensee's response
to the petition, and our earlier evaluation of this matter. This report has
been prepared on the basis that other staff evaluations have concluded that
accidents, such as a main steam line break and a main feedwater line break, do
not have to be considered at this time due to the low probability of their
occurrence during the next operating cycle. Permanent modifications are
scheduled to upgrade the seismic capability of equipment designed to mitigate

;

the consequences of those events.;

EVALUATION

The fundamental contention of the petition regardina EFW seismic qualification
is that, contrary to NRC regulations which reouire ESF systems to be designedi

to withstand the effects of earthouakes, the TMI-I EFW is not seismically
qualified and the licensee does not intend to make it so prior to operating'

the plant. To support this contention the petition presents infomation
that deals with: compliance with NRC recuirements, the NRC's contractor's
report, independent evaluation-qualification of valves, loss n# water snurces,
and the effects of flooding. Each of these sub.iect areas is discussed below.

Compliance with NRC Recuirements

The petition contends that the TMI-1 EFW system does not satisfty NRC raculations
regarding seismic cualification. The licensee applied #er a construction permi+
(CPI for TPI-I in 1967 and the permit was issued in 1068 During the CP
application review, the principal design criteria for the plant systens are
established. At the time the CP was issued, the EFW was not classified as an
ESF system and accordingly was not recuired to be seinsically cualified.

In 1970, the operatino license (0L) was applied 'or and the staff's Safety
Evaluation was issued in 1973. In 1977 when Regulatory Guide 1.29 (Safety
Guide 29) was issued, the implementat4cn of the guide did not include backfit
to plants for which a CP or OL had already been issued. The TMI-1 EAd was not
reouired to be seinsically qualified at the time of its licensinn to coerate.
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Notwithstanding the recuirements discussed above, the staff has alweys intended
-

that there be reasonable assurance that the plant be able to shutd6wn safely
following a seismic event. We recognize that various systems in the plant
would be available .to remove decay heat. In a generic letter to all PWR
licensees dated October 21, 1980, the NRC focused on steam generators and the
auxiliary (emergency) #eedwater system as the first choice method for accom-
plishing safe shutdown.

in February 1981, the NRC issued Generic Letter 81-14 to operatino PWR's, which
announced the intent to increase the seismic resistance, where necessary, in a
timely, systematic marner, to ultimately provide reasonable assurance that the
auxiliary /emeroency feedwater system will < unction after the occurrence of
earthquakes up to and including the SSE. Consistent with the staff handline cf
other backfit type improvements, we have not considered the plant to be unsafe
or that plant operations need be curtailed since there is nn inminent safety.

threat. It has been our intent to allow credit for alternate decay heat removal
systems for an interim period where necessary while modifications to the auxi-
liary feedwater system are developed and implemented. In this EFW seismic review
we have treated THI-1 the same as other operating reactors. We have considered
the matter to have been resolved when all seismic improvements have been identi-
fied and scheduled for implementation in a timely manner, and continued plant
operation during the interim has been justified on an acceptable basis.

NRC Contractor's Report
a

The petition raises questions about the N'RC contractor's Technical Evaluation
Report (TER) dated October 29, 1982, and a list of "many vital components in
the TMI-1 EFW system which are not seismically qualified." This list was a
preliminary list developed by an NRC contractor and did not represent the
staf#'s final conclusion. Several items on the list were placed there for
information only and are not even part of the EFW system. An example is the
control system for the atomspheric relief valves (MS-VAA, B). Other itens on,

'

the list are not vital to EFW system perfonnance. Some items on the list nicht
fail in a manner that could adversely affect EFH per#ormance if an SSE-level
earthouake were to occur; these were the subjects of upgrade actinns. The TER
was revised significantly in July 1983 as a result of NRC staff review and
discussions with the licensee. Therefore the list and the October 1982 TEP arenot relevant to a plant restart decision. The NRC staf#'s final repnr+ nn this
subject was issued on August
revised TER as an enclosure. ,12, 1983 and included a copy of tha contractor's: "

Inderendent Evaluation-Oualification o# Valves
|

The petition clains that the contractor nede no independent evalur+4cn n# thelicensee's claims of seismically cualified components. The petition cites the
use of static analysis alone for the valves whereas the NPC's Standard Review
Plan recuires a testing program,;

The obiective of our review of individual mechanical conocrents was to nbtain
a best estimate regarding component functionality based upon enoineerire
iudoment, not based on stric+ cnmoliance wi+h env soeci#ic set of ragulatory
reouirements (such as those listed in the Standard Review D!ani that a new

( plant would have to meet. The review was to identify those cornorents that had
not been cualified, not to consider recuirinn a nore modern and sachisticated
level of oualification.
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In the judment of the contractor, the valves are most likely able to withstand
a SSE and to perfom the necessary functions. The licensee has stated that the
analysis perfonned was not just a -static analysis but was in fact a dymanic
analysis. Further, in our technical experience, if the seismic analysis hat
shown the valves to be adequate, it is not likely that a testino program would
indicate seimsic failure. Our conclusion remains that there is reasonable
assurance that the valves are able to withstand the SSE and remain functional.
l.oss of Water Sources

The petition claims that sources of cooling water for the EFW system will not be
available following an SSE as a result of the postulated failures of the CST
low level alams failures of the isolation valves CO-V-14A, B (which isolate
the CST's * rom no,n-seismic piping to the condenser betwell), and the inability'

of an operator to perfom local actions due to a postulated steam environment.
The enclosed sketch of the EFW system shows the various numbered valves.

The purpose of the CST level alam, in this context, is to provide infomation
to the operator as to when it is necessary to isolate the CST's from the
condenser hotwell. A failure modes analysis has been perfomed for the CSTlevel alams. Four failure modes were identified. For the most likely
failure mode, the alam would be generated prematurely, i.e., before the CST
reaches the low level setpoint. In this case, the operator would isolate
the CST from the non-qualified piping to the condenser hotwell before such
isolation would be necessary. This action would be a remote manual action in
that it would be effected from the main control room. Two other 'ailure
modes would also generate a premature a'am. One failure mode o# the four,
which is considered unlikely, involves the complete crimping of the instrument
sensing line, causing the level indication to be constant which ic not conser-vative. The operator would be able to detect this failure by the absence of a
CST level draw-down indication.
has revised his emergency proceduresHowever, to be more conservative, the licensee41202-30) to require that the operator
isolate the CST's # rom the non-oualified piping, regardless of the level
indication or alam, as soon as the seimsic event occurs. A threshold seismicalam set at 0.019 is provided on the contrni room. Therefore, we ennelude
that the operator action of isolating the CST will not be negated by lack nf
infomation as to when such isolation is to be taken Therefore, the lack nf-
seismic qualification of the CST level instrumentation durino Cycle 5 would

!

.
,

not cause a significant infomation loss in view of the corrpensatorv measures
provided and is therefore ecceptable. ,

i

i

The operator may find that his actions from the control roem are not effective.
iFailure of the isolation valves (CO-V-14A, B) could occur due to either of twopossible causes. The valve could # ail to respond to the contrni roon initiationdue to loss n# electric power to the motor operated valve, due to lack of

seismic power cable installation through the turbine huildiro. For this case,
an operator would be dispatched to the valve location to close the velvenanuelly.

These valves are located in the ccrridor outside the EFF oumo ronr.e.The failure of the valve due to-loss of electric power would not affec* the
coerator's ability to manually operate the valve and a hanawheel is ornvided
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on the valve for this purpose. .This local manual operator action is prescribed
by plant procedures (#1207-30). The staff's review of the licensee's analysis
indicates that if this procedure is completed within 20 minutes of the seismic
event, the cuantity of water remaining in that nne CST will be suf#icient. in
order to provide additional assurance, we virited the plant, and per#onned a
procedural walk-through and concluded that the operator could get to the area
and complete the reouired actions in less than 15 minutes, with a typical time
of about 5 minutes.

Failure of the isolation valve could also occur as a sinole random failure.in this case local manual actinns might not be ef#ective. Therefore, plant
emeroency procedures also recuire that, upon receiving the seimsic event alam.
the CST cross-connect valves (CD-V-111A, B1 be closed imediately by operator
action, either remotely from the control room or locally in the event of a power,

loss. These valves are located in the same corridor as CO-V-14A, B. Since
either of the two CST's has sufficient inventory for the EFW safety function,
the loss of one of the tanks due to a valve failure is not unacceptable if the
CST's are isolated from each other. Therefore, we conclude that, when the
failura of non-seismically cualified components is consfjered and a single
failure is simultaneously considered, the CST's would still remain capable
oroviding a sufficient source of water for the EFW systen. Moreover, in the
event both CST's were to be lost, the plant confiouration includes a fully
oualif ted safety-related alternate source of water known as the EmergencyRiver Water System.

The petition claims that local manual actions will be precluded because the
environment in the Intennediate Bui' ding would prevent entry. The petition
asserts that a severe steam environment would be generated due to the failure
of the non-seismically cualified components in other systems, namely, the vent
stacks (discharge paths) for the safety relief valves (NS-V-22A, Bi and the
atmospheric dump valves (MS-V-4A, B) which are routed through the finnr c#intermediate Building. 'he.

The seismic reviews of the EFW system at TMI-l did not include the interactions
due to the failure of non-seismic portions of other systems.

The licensee has stated that there is a low probability of release of stear
to the Intennediate Building from these vent stacks, end there is reasonable
assurance, durino Cycle 5 operation, that the operator will be able tn ' unctionin the Intemediate Building. The licensee states (in the Februar," 74, 1984
submittal) that the potential that the safety valves MS-V??A, 8 would open has
been reduced because the upstream pressure regulating valve MS-V6 has been
limited to 65" of its stroke. The licensee also stated that, for the MS-VdA,
B atmospheric dump valves, the #ailure mode is to the closed ensition uocoloss of control air.

The postulated #ailure of these vent stacks was discussed durino nur visit tothe clant on March 6,1984
The licensee stated that the vent stacks weradesigned to the ASME B31.1 piping code. The licensee related that during

actual seismic events of significant magnitude, larce power generatino steHors

.
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designed to B31.1 suffered only very limited damage and no fluid systems
were rendered inoperable. Therefore. the licensee believes that the vent
stacks have considerable seismic resistance. The licensee also related to us
that their general power plant experience shows that, after the steam release
is terminated, the steam dissipates rapidly, and entry can be made in a matter
of a few minutes.

During our walkdown of the EFW system, we noted that the atmospheric dump
valves (MS-V4A,B), the safety valves (MS-V22A, B) and the associated vent
stacks are located in the same compartment as the turbine-driven EFW pump in
the Intermediate Building. This compartment is in direct connection (via an
open doorway) with the corridor where valves CO-V-Id A, B; CO-V-111 A, B; and
the river water system valves are located. It appears therefore that access
to the corridor for manual actions could be impeded temporarily if the vent
stacks failed and a steam environment were generated.

The probability and severity of the postulated steam environment would depend
the probability that the valves (MS-V4A, B; MS-V22A, B) opened, theupnn:

probability that the associated vent stack were to fail due to the seismic
event, the probability that the valve (si could not be re-closed or isolated to
terminate the steam release, and the time necessary for the released steam to
dissipate. Although the atmospheric dump valves may not be necessary for safe
shutdown, they are controlled by the Integrated Control System (ICSI. Failures
of this system, or its inputs, could cause a spurious signal which would open
the atmospheric dump valves. We believe that, if such a situation were to
arise, the licensee would be able to reclose these dump valves independent of
the ICS (via the " manual loader") from the control room and thereby cuicklyterminate any steam release.

In summary, the likelihood of a significant seisiaic event at the TMI-1 site
durina Cycle 5 operation is small, the likelihood that the steam safety valves
(MS-VI2's) will lift is small, the likelihood that the stacks for these safety

'

valves will fail- is small, the likelihood that the atmospheric durp valves wil'
open is small and if they should, any steam release could be terninated cuickly,
and any steam released to the enmoartment via the dump valves would dissipateouickly. In view of these considerations, we conclude that there is reasonable
assurance, for the interim period of Cycle 5 operation, that local manual
actions can effectively compensate for postulated ceismically induced #ailures
o' the ErW system.

- - _ _ . . . ..
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Effects of Floodina

The petition claims that there was no evaluation of the effects of flooding
due to a failure of the non-seismic portions of the EFW system. The petition
further claims that such flooding wculd preclude local manual actions and
could cause EFW equipment failures due to spray or submersion.

There are two areas of non-seismically qualified piping related to the EFW
system: first, a portion of the recirculation lines downsteam of both the
flow restricting orifices and the isolation valves and cutward toward CST "B";
and second, at the interface with the condensate system, the feed lines # rom the
CST's downsteam of isolation valves CO-V-14A,8 and outward to the condenser
hotwell.

''

As part of the EcW seismic review, a public meeting was held in Bethesda,
Maryland on January 7,1983. At this meeting, the staff raised the specific
ouestion of whether or not the licensee had considered the spray and flooding
eHects of a failure of the EFW recirculation piping. The licensee stated
that such an evaluation had been conducted with the conclusion that such a
failure does not lead to the loss of vital EFW equipinent. Durino our March 6,
1984 plant visit and system walkdown, we confirmed the reasonableness of this
conclusion. The licensee provided a discussion of this matter in his followup
submittal of February 4, 1983.

At the January 7,1983 meeting, the licensee was asked to address the flooding
effects due to a failure of the CST feed lines to the hotwell. The February
d, 1983 followup submittal discusses this evaluation and concludes that the
spill from such a failure would occur in the turbine buildino, not in the
intennediate building, thereby having no spray or flooding impact on the ERI

.

system or operator access.

These matters are well documented both in the licensee's February 4,1983
submittal and the NRC sumary of the January 7,1983 meeting (dated January 16,
1983). As a result of our reivew of this subject, we find no technical merit
to the petition claim regarding flooding by EFW system failures. We conclude

.

that spray or flooding due to the EFW failures would not cause loss of the ERIsafety function.

SUWARY AND CONCt.USIONS

The UCS petition pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 claims- that the seismic canability
of the THI-1 EFW system does not satisfy the NRC's regulations and that the
licensee does nrt intend to make it satisfy the recuirerents prior to
operating the plant.

At TMI-1, there is reasonable assurance that a seismic eveat would not incapacitata
the EFlf system and therefore the EFW does satisfv NRC regulations. The MRC
contractor did in #act conduct an indepandent evaluation and seinric caoabi!'tv
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of EFM valves is acceptable. The probability and consecuences of a loss of
the level instrumentation for the CST are acceptable, and postulated failures
do not cause loss of all water sources for the EFW system.
flooding have been evaluated and are acceptable. The effects o#

Based on the above evaluation, we reiterate the conclusion in our August 10,
1983 Safety Evaluation that, in view of the actions planned prior to Cycle
6 operation and the interim compensatory measures beino provided for Cycle 5
operation, there is reasonable assurance that the Emergency Feedwater System at
the Three Mile Island Unit I would be able to withstand a Safe ShutdownEarthouake and perform its safety function.

.
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